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The license that you provided here is only to be used for editorial projects. If you are trying to use it
for commercial purposes then you would need to consult with the agency who has the images and
gets the permission for you. Hi Andrei, I have clients both large and small which sell 3D images in

both their original format and via licensing. This is exactly the point. The original file is yours and at
no time has anyone been able to show that it can be considered a derivative work. It is your property

and you can sell it and license it as you see fit. The original copyright remains with the client. You
can certainly license 3D images to use in promotional materials, magazine and book covers,

websites, and social media. In all cases you will need a separate license from the client. If you are
using an image in a magazine, book, or web page and the client wants to retain the right to its

original work then the client must purchase an additional license from you to use the original image.
In a situation where a client owns all rights to the image, you can offer a sort of stand alone license
for personal/non-commercial use but this may not be acceptable to the client since the 3D image

was created for a commercial venture. In situations where a client owns the rights to an image and
you wish to license the same image for commercial use, you will need to enter into a contract which
specifies that all rights associated with the original image are the sole property of the client. Again,
you will need to contact the client before you use the image to ensure that you have the necessary

authorization. This is not an area that lends itself to easy resolution. I would recommend that you get
specific clarification from the client as to what use of the image they desire from you.
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Once they have been applied to your model, the Export to 3D-Album feature allows you to easily add
whatever looks are necessary to bring your model to life. You can choose to include complex

elements from a 3D model (i.e. hairs, reflections, etc.), or just a set of chosen images. The same
feature also allows you to easily export to Adobe's Creative Cloud Application. This means that you
could one day display your model in an upcoming version of Photoshop, for example. The Export to
3D-Album feature allows you to set the position of the model. You can use the 3D-Album app on a

desktop or mobile device, as you wish. You can also import the model to other programs. When you
download the content, the pictures included in the.psd file are embedded as 3D-Album pictures and
textures, allowing you to instantly display your work online. Creative Suite users can purchase the
$9.99 Annual Upgrade, which includes an unlimited number of single-use single-use license keys to
use their Envato Elements and Creative Cloud subscriptions. You can license between one and four
single-use, single-use, single-use, or single-use licenses with the Tenenbaum + Schumacher license
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key. For each digital work (called an Item) you download and Register under your Envato Elements
subscription, you are granted a license to use the Item on a non-exclusive, commercial, worldwide

and revocable basis, for one Single Use per Registration. Remember, if you want to use an Item you
must have a valid and live subscription. What is a Single Use, and the license time periods for

different item types, are explained next. 5ec8ef588b
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